Fractionation of Whole Blood
The special blood-fractionaton tube used to separate whole samples into four fractional portions of different mean densities (ages), has been described previously (5) . For the purpose of this experiment, the packed red cell column was divided as follows: the top 10 %, the next 30 %, the middle 30 %, and the last 30 %. A 200-Jiter sample of packed erythrocytes was aspirated from each of the four fractions and delivered into small (1 ml) disposable plastic vials. The mean cell volume of all erythrocytes in the top 10% was 69.0 p3; of the whole blood, 65.8 p3.
Sixth day after ihe Jirst bleeding. Almost all the erythrocytes were in the second erythrocyte population and the &02X of the top 10 % was increased to 79.1 $ (from the normal value 66.5 p3). The relatively symmetrical histogram of these larger cells had both mean and modal values corresponding to the mean volume of the normal second cell population, There were almost no cells in the volume range corresponding to the normal first population, indicating that almost all erythrocytes produced between the 3rd and 6th days had volumes in the range of the large, second population.
These observations should be considered together with the earlier appearance of j gFe-labeled erythrocytes in acutely bled dogs.
Ninth day after the f'?s~ bleeding. The second erythrocyte population contained the majority of the cells present in the total sample, although the total distribution had shifted somewhat to the left (relative to its position on the 6th day), indicating that erythrocytes in the volume range of a normal first cell. population had recently entered the peripheral blood. The MCV of erythrocytes in the top 10 % fraction was 73.5 p3; of the whole blood, 70.3 p3.
Fz'fteenth day after the jrst bleeding. The volume distribution of cells in the top 10 % fraction was almost normal. Thus, it was possible to bracket the period of macrocyte release in this dog as greater than 9 days and less than 15 days. The MCV of erythrocytes in this fraction was 67.3 p3; of the whole blood, 67.0 p3* Twenty-ninth day after the jrst bleeding. O p3) , the two cell populations being nearly equal in size. Almost all the cells in the top 10 % fraction were larger ( LMCV = 103.0 p3) than the normal first cell population.
Cells even larger in volume than the normal second cell population were also present. Only a few macrocytes were present in the middle 30 % and the v,oIume histogram was essentially normal (MCV = 70.7 p3). As on the 6th day after phlebotomy, however, macrocytes were obvious in the most dense fraction of cells (MCV of bottom fraction = 83.7 p3).
Twenty-ninth day after thaf~st bleeding. The volume histograms of the whole blood sample and the three fractions were almost normal. Notice that remaining macrocytes were more numerous in the bottom two fractions than in the top 10 % fraction.
Altogether, five dogs were subjected to blood loss as described above and the alteration of the volume histograms representing newly produced and older circulating erythrocytes were remarkably reproducible. We have observed that macrocytes appear in peripheral blood after the same interval, whether normal dogs are subjected to a single phlebotomy or to three daily phlebotomies.
The degree of macrocytosis is less following a single bleeding (as is the degree of anemia), reflecting the production of fewer macrocytes but not of macrocytes having smaller cell volumes. Contrary to the general rule stated above, reticulocytes were found in significant numbers in the bottom 30 % fraction following acute blood loss. In dog 5225, for example, significant increases in the percent reticulocytes in the most dense fraction (bottom 30 %) first appeared 2 days after the first bleeding. The peak reticulocytosis in this fraction occurred on the 6th day, returned to the normal range on the 2 1st day. Similarly, in dog 5584, significant increases in the percent reticulocytes in the bottom 30 % fraction first appeared between 3 and 5 days after the first bleeding, was maximal on the 9th day, and returned to the normal range on the 22nd day.
Reticulocy tosis
In still another dog (no. 5628), significant increases in the percent reticulocytes in the bottom 30 % fraction first appeared on the 2nd day after the first bleeding, peak reticulocytosis occurred on the 7th day, and the reticulocyte level returned to the normal range on the 2 1st day.
At times, the percent reticulocytes was demonstrably greater in the bottom 30 % fraction than in the whole blood, indicating true concentration of reticulocytes in the most dense fraction (Table 3) . This truly remarkable phenomenon appeared to be analogous to the relatively Measurement of Red Cell Life-Span
The cell volume of the erythrocytes produced after acute blood loss is an intrinsic, dependable cohort label of these cells and may be applied to the measurement of red cell life-span.
This Yabel" may be exploited in studies of the type described above, using frequency distribution histograms as indicators of the relative number of macrocytes.
In such studies, reticulum may be considered a second "physiological label." As described above, the relationship between age and density was abnormal in these reticulocytes. The significance of this finding with respect to the life-span of the cell is explored further in the discussion.
The survival of a cohort of SgFe-labeled erythrocytes produced following acute blood loss is shown in Fig. 6 , representing whole blood of dug 5584. A similar curve for a normal (nonbled) dog is also shown. The marked differences between the two curves are striking. The slope of the initial straight part of the curve gives the rate of destruction of the initial cell population in which both short-lived (macrocytes) and long-lived (normocytes) cells were present. Extrapolation of this line to the abscissa provides a value for the '<equivalent lifespan" (according to Lajtha (7)), more commonly referred to in the literature as mean or average life-span. 'It appears that cells surviving after 20 days have normal life-spans, although reutilization of iron from the shortlived macrocytes may have a minor influence on the survival curve after the 24th day. Table 4 shows the distribution of labeled red cells in the centrifuged blood column
The values presented indicate the percent of the total radioactivity associated with each of the four cell fractions on each sampling day after isotope administration On the 21st day (Table 4) ing the end of their life-span, these observations on the 2 1st day agree well with the derived equivalent Iife-span of approximately 19 days (from Fig. 6 ). Figure 7 illustrates cell survival following the administration of DF32P to an acutely bled dog (no. 5628). This random label was applied on the 5th day after the first bleeding, when it was expected that the larger proportion of cells in the peripheral blood would be macrocytes of reasonably well-defined age ( l-4 days old This is the reverse of the situation under
